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CONSONANTS
Note to the teacher-----------------------------

The purpose of this book is to present each consonant sound that begins a word so that the student can hear and say the sound.

The student should be able to name each picture in Indian and be conscious of making the beginning consonant correctly. After saying the words correctly they can compare the spelling of that word.
D

dinga
dineega
dikin
dotson'
diy
dink'ee
G

gisak
giir
geega
gilmaan
GH

ghanot  ghalguytt
ghanot da-aak  gheena-o
H

hunaal'kin

hut'aa

hut'uh

haa

hus
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LARD
K

keel
kiloosga
kaazin
kon
kaaghozin
kaakin
kun'
kotł
kuskano
kaatsul
kooy
K'  
k'idzoł  k'ileek  
k'it'on'  k'itsaan'  
k'ikoodla'  k'aghaalzaaga
tit
look'a
teek
lit
M

mileeda  maasla
meel    midzeey
maats   meedoy
N

nool-oynigootsaagh

naagaadla

nogaadla

noy-a-a

noo-diyt
S

sooga
saasee
sookaanee
sis
solt'aan

[Drawings of an animal, a clock, a bear, a loaf of bread, and a person's face]
T

tok'ee
tilil
taar

tin
taameet
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Tł

tłoon'

tłaaloyeet

tłee-oł

tłaaghdakon

tlitkughoy

tłoon
tsoghuř

tsaay

tso-oy

tsaayneek

tsaaghaldaal

tsomhaař

tea bags

18
TS'

ts'ida

ts'imaa

ts'ah

19